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Research Group CartoGIS, Ghent University
• http://cartogis.ugent.be/
• About 25 researchers

• Research Focus
– Geographic Informaiton Science
– Cartography (Geovisualization)

– Geospatial Data Science, GeoAI
– Moving objects
– Spatial cognition
– Location Based Services
– Augmented/Mixed Reality (AR/MR)
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• Spatial Cognition in the Mobile Era
ü ABC in spatial context: Map, map service, environment
ü Empirical studies in mobile and real-world/VR context
ü Multi-Modal: behavioral (ET, …), brain activities (EEG, fNIRS …), emotion, … 
ü Spatial abilities and Alzheimer's disease, driving/cycling safety

• Spatial Human-Computer Interaction for LBS
ü Spatial HCI: mobile maps, augmented/mixed reality AR/MR, gaze-based 

interface, brain–computer interface
ü Context-aware interfaces adapting to users’ needs and mobile context
ü Adaptative Cartography and Geography-aware Technologies

Map use context

Brain activities

Research Focus (Huang and Group) http://cartogis.ugent.be/

• GeoAI and Geospatial Data Science
ü Urban Sensing and Analytics
ü From “AI for geography” to “Geography for AI”
ü Smart cities, sustainable mobility, urban planning, 

well-being, healthy ageing, and social equity
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From
AI for geography 
to
geography for AI

Geography for AI: 
- Contextualize problems

- Improve accuracy

- Reduce the required training set

- Improve model explainability
- Enable geographical transfer learning

(Train the model with data from city A, and apply it to city B)

Towards Geospatial AI (GeoAI)
Different level of data analytics

Huang, H., Yao, X., Krisp, K., Jiang, B. (2021): Analytics of location-based big data for smart cities: Opportunities, challenges, and future directions. Computers, Environment and Urban Systems. 



Application domains
• Sustainable cities and mobility

– Mobility analytics and prediction
– Accessibility
– Modelling of urban landscape (fine-grained): greenness, sunlight 

exposure, sound/noise, smell, emotion
– Air quality
– Social equity

• Well-being and healthy ageing
– Mobile health + GeoICT
– Healthy aging – assessing elderly’s mobility and physical activities in real-life

– Impact of mobility/physical activity and environmental exposure
– Ambulatory assessment

ARC Advisory Group

http://optimalseniorcaresolutions.com
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Urban analytics and prediction
• Project 1: Geography-aware ML for prediction of on-street 

parking occupancy

• Project 2: Prediction of car accidents using driving 
trajectories and driving events

• Project 3: Transportation mode detection from mobile 
phone cellular signaling data

• Project 4: Citywide crowd volume prediction at a fine spatio-
temporal scale
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Project 1: Geography-aware ML for prediction of on-street parking occupancy
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Why predictions?
• Parking search traffic is an urban problem
• Potential solution: Provision of parking-related data
• Prediction for near future is an essential part in such systems.
• Off-street parking (garages) vs. on-street parking

• On-street parking prediction is more challenging: the absence of lot entrances; 
significant changes of the occupancy rate

Off-street parking On-street parking



Existing predictive methods often ignore 
geospatial information

• External data sources other than geography
• Temporal information
• historical parking occupancy observations
• Weather
• Traffic

• Existing prediction methods ignore the underlying geographic 
context (e.g., land use, location, nearby POIs).
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Research Goal
• How, and to what extend, can geospatial information be 

incorporated to improve the prediction of on-street parking 
occupancy?



Spatial Data

Road Network, Pedestrian Network (OpenStreetMap)

Land use (City and County of SF)
• Residential, Office, Industrial

POIs (City and County of SF, OpenStreetMap, Tripadvisor)

• Business, Public Transport, Touristic



Features extracted from spatial data: summary



Definition of the prediction problem

𝑋: Input

𝑦: Output

𝑡: Time for which the prediction is to be made (hour of the day)

𝑂(𝑡): Occupancy rate at time t

𝑘: Number of steps (i.e., hours) ahead to be predicted

𝐺𝐹!: Geographic feature i

Prediction 𝑶(𝒕) is made based on time t, historical occupancy 
data O(t-k), and geospatial features (𝑮𝑭𝒊)



Example

Predicting the availability of on-street parking spots 
• Help car drivers to find available parking spots in city center

Historical parking events 

Road network 
centralityPOI

Land use

Available parking spots in 1 hour

Geography matters: 
• The inclusion of geospatial information leads to a performance 

improvement of up to 25% compared to the baseline. 
• The further ahead to be predicted, the more important the 

geospatial information is. 

Balmer, M., Weibel, R., Huang, H*. (2021): 
Value of incorporating geospatial information 
into the prediction of on-street parking 
occupancy – A case study. Geo-spatial 
Information Science, 24(3), 438-457.

RF, FFNN
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Project 2: Modelling individual drivers’ car accident risks
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Project 2
Modelling individual drivers’ car accident risks
• Based on historical trajectories, driving events and Geographic data

Bruehwiler, L., Fu, C., Huang, H., Weibel, R. 
(2021): Modelling Individuals’ Car Accident 
Risk by Trajectory, Driving Events, and 
Geographical Context, CEUS

GPS trajectories
Driving events: acceleration, 
braking, cornering, … Crashes data Geographic data: 

weather, land use, POI, … 

ML models: logistic 
regression, RF, FFNN, 

LSTM, … Accident 
risk level of 
car drivers

Personalizing driving 
advice to improve safty

EU H2020 Project
Key findings: The inclusion of geographical information such as weather, 
points of interest (POIs), and land use can improve the predictive accuacy 
by 8%. Land use is the most informative.



Project 3: Transport mode detection from mobile phone data
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• Mobile phone data: Poor spatial accuracy (~250 meters), temporally infrequent (avg. every 90s) and irregular

• Detection of fine-grained transport modes: Walk, bike, car, bus, subway, train, tram  

Mobile phone data à Transport mode detection
Chin, K., Huang, H. *, Horn, C., Kasanicky, I., 
Weibel, R. (2019): Inferring Fine-Grained Transport 
Modes from Mobile Phone Cellular Signaling Data. 
Computers, Environment and Urban Systems, 77. 
doi: 10.1016/j.compenvurbsys.2019.101348.



• Mobile phone data: Poor spatial accuracy (~250 meters), temporally infrequent (avg. every 90s) and irregular

• Detection of fine-grained transport modes: Walk, bike, car, bus, subway, train, tram  

Mobile phone data à Transport mode detection
Chin, K., Huang, H. *, Horn, C., Kasanicky, I., 
Weibel, R. (2019): Inferring Fine-Grained Transport 
Modes from Mobile Phone Cellular Signaling Data. 
Computers, Environment and Urban Systems, 77. 
doi: 10.1016/j.compenvurbsys.2019.101348.

Fine-grained 
transport modes 
based on geo-
context data

• Most important features to differentiate modes: distance to the rail/road/subway 
networks, trip distance, trip speed, …

• Evaluation with ground-truth data: accuracy 0.73 



Project 4: Citywide crowd volume prediction at a fine spatio-
temporal scale
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Introduction
• Crowd information of a region (e.g., 1km*1km)

– Crowd volume of a region (#people in a region), crowd density of a region
– Inflow crowds into a region: the total traffic of crowds entering the region
– Outflow crowds from a region: the total traffic of crowds leaving the region

• Data sources (partially) recording such crowd information
– Mobile network data (CDR and signaling data), taxi GPS data, bike-sharing data
– LBS usage/log data



Why modelling and predicting crowd information?
• A scientific basis for city management, e.g., allocation of city resources, optimization 

of public transportation services, …

• Knowing and predicting (near) real-time crowd mobility in a city also helps to 
prevent catastrophic accidents (e.g., stampedes) caused by massive crowds 
of people gathering in a short time.

• LBS to avoid over-crowded areas, adaptive routing, smart crowd evacuation
in emergencies … 
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Challenges: complex spatial and temporal dependences

• Spatial dependences (due to mobility in space)
– The crowd volume in a region is affected by the inflow and outflow of other regions and 

vice versa
– Between neighboring regions (due to low-speed transport mode or walking)

– Between distant regions (due to high-speed mode, e.g., light rail, …)

• Temporal dependences:
– Periodicity (weekly and daily): e.g., the crowd distribution at 9am might be similar on 

consecutive workdays, repeating every 24h
– Recent trends: e.g., the citywide crowd distribution at 9am will affect that of 10am, or 

even longer



Exist predictive methods
• Statistical and traditional machine learning methods

– k-nearest neighbors (k-NN), autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), 
random forest (RF), support vector regression (SVR), …

– Often low predictive accuracy

• Deep learning algorithms
– Combination of (graph) convolutional neural network (CNN) and recurrent neural 

network (e.g., LSTM and GRU)
– High predictive accuracy
– But also high training time cost (more computational resources are required and more 

energy is consumed)

• Our contribution: A neural network model that has low training time cost
but high predictive accuracy.
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Our ST-RCNet-knn model
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• Weekly patterns: data of 
Tuesday 15:00 of the last 
several weeks

• Daily patterns: data of 15:00 
of the last several days

• Recent hourly trend: data of 
the last several hours before 
15:00
• GRU (Gated recurrent 

unit): to capture temporal 
dependences between 
individual regions

• Convolution: to capture 
spatial dependences 
between regions

• k-NN (k-nearest neighbors): 
to accelerate the convergence 
of the loss function, and 
further capture more 
“neighborhood” features

• Loss function: 



Results: 
Compared to state-of-the-art models

Our model (ST-RCNet-knn) leads to higher predictive accuracies 
and lower training time costs.

Compared to the state-of-the-art models, our ST-RCNnet-knn 
reduces the predictive error by 18.76 % on average, while its 

training time cost is only about 25.65 % of their training time costs.



Results: How does each component contribute to the predictive performances of our 
ST_RCNet_knn?
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• ST-RCNet-knn outperforms all variants in terms of accuracy. à Considering all these four components 
together (k-NN part, weekly, daily, and recent hourly pattern) can better model the complex spatio-
temporal dependencies. 

• Compared to removing k-NN part, the models with k-NN lead to a much lower training time. à The k-
NN part is helpful to accelerate the convergence of loss function, and thus reduce the training time 
cost.



Summary
• A model to forecast citywide crowd volume at a fine spatio-temporal scale

– Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU): capture temporal dependences and patterns
– Convolution network (CNN): model spatial dependences and interaction between regions in a city.
– K-nearest neighbors (k-NN): accelerate the convergence of the loss function, and further capture 

more “neighborhood” features
– Compared to the state-of-the-art baselines, our model has higher predictive accuracy but lower 

training time cost.

• Future work: more explicitly considering of the underlying geographic contexts.
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Four Projects
• Project 1: Geography-aware ML for prediction of on-street 

parking occupancy

• Project 2: Prediction of car accidents using driving 
trajectories and driving events

• Project 3: Transportation mode detection from mobile 
phone cellular signaling data

• Project 4: Citywide crowd volume prediction at a fine spatio-
temporal scale
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From
AI for geography 
to
geography for AI

Geography for AI: 
- Improve accuracy

- Reduce the required training set

- Improve model explainability
- Enable geographical transfer learning

(Train the model with data in city A, and directly apply it to city B)

Towards Geospatial AI (GeoAI)

Thank you!
Haosheng Huang (haosheng.huang@ugent.be) http://cartogis.ugent.be/
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